Portland Community College
Auto Painting Tool List

6" SLIP JOINT PLIER  CL426
PUTTY KNIFE - 4"  MARSON
MAGNA TIP SCREWDRIVER W/TORX  SUNEX 9829
PLASTIC SPREADERS  COSTER 1200
POCKET KNIFE
3M SANDING BLOCK  5519
RESPIRATOR, CHARCOAL - 3M 7178  3M 7178
RESPIRATOR, CARTRIDGES  4 SETS PER TERM 3 TERMS= 12 X$6.00
RESPIRATOR, PRE FILTERS  5 BX.  3 BX$12.00 EA.  7194
SPONGE RUBBER SANDING PAD - MEGUIARS  E-7200
3M SET SANDING BOARD  5741  5744  5742
BLOW GUN - MUST BE OHSA APPROVED  VP-10-5051
SPRAY GUN:HVLP GRAVITY FEED SATA (4000)
HUTCHINS DA PALM SANDER  HU-3500
GOGGLES  SA 5220R SAS
RUBBER GLOVES
PAINT SUIT  SHOOT SUIT
PARTICLE MASK - 20 COUNT BOX  7048
TOOL BOX
LOCK AND KEY
MOONSUIT COVERALL  6938/6939
HT-1 BLUE/BLACK SANDING BLOCK
3M DETAIL CLOTH  39016
SAS THICKSTERS  6609
Connector  2@$1.00  CP2

specific part numbers listed here are from APS (Automotive Paint Specialties)
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